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628 News at a glance

IN DEPTH

630 NEW CASE OF ALLEGED BULLYING ROCKS THE MAX PLANCK SOCIETY
Colleagues say empathy researcher Tania Singer created an atmosphere of fear at her lab By K. Kupferschmidt

631 CRITICS PAN EPA PLAN FOR WEIGHING TOXIC CHEMICAL RISKS
Guidance could allow regulators to exclude key studies, researchers argue By V. Zainzinger

632 AI TAKES ON VIDEO GAMES IN QUEST FOR COMMON SENSE
Bots seek to hone strategy skills in matchup with top Dota 2 players By M. Hutson

634 STUDY REIGNITES DEBATE ABOUT WHEN THERA BLEW ITS TOP
Radiocarbon curve suggests archaeological data were right By L. Wade

635 DETAILED GENOME MAPS PATHS TO BETTER WHEAT
Chromosome-by-chromosome sequence helps navigate crop's genomic complexity By E. Pennisi

FEATURE

636 TIDE OF LIES
The researcher at the center of an epic scientific fraud remains an enigma to the scientists who exposed him By K. Kupferschmidt

INSIGHTS

PERSPECTIVES

642 PLANT NUTRIENT ACQUISITION ENTICES HERBIVORE
Maize defense metabolites enable iron uptake and attract herbivore attention By D. J. Kliewenstein

643 CHOOSING THE RIGHT INPUT IN CELL SIGNALING
A decoding module discriminates ligands and signaling activation in the Wnt pathway By K. Kim and L. Goentoro

645 CAGED CLUSTERS SHINE BRIGHTER
The structure of small silver clusters confined in zeolites helps to explain their luminescent properties By M. Quintanilla and L. M. Liz-Marzán

646 PHASE SEPARATION Focuses DNA SENSING
Liquid droplets form upon recognition of DNA to stimulate innate immune responses By A. Ablasser

647 PHOTOCATALYTIC UPGRADING OF NATURAL GAS
Cerium salts catalyze formation of value-added molecules from methane and small alkanes By M. Kanai

648 TURNING UP TRANSLATION IN FRAGILE X SYNDROME
Fragile X mental retardation protein promotes translation, contrary to its assumed function By S. Aryal and E. Klann

POLICY FORUM

650 GLOBAL WARMING POLICY: IS POPULATION LEFT OUT IN THE COLD?
Population policies offer options to lessen climate risks By J. Bongaarts and B. C. O'Neill

BOOKS ET AL.

653 AN ISLAND ON THE BRINK
Convinced erosion, not climate change, threatens their home, a community grapples with an uncertain future By A. J. Miller

654 OUR LOOMING LEAD PROBLEM
Neglect, poor planning, and bad decisions led to Flint's water crisis. It could easily happen again. By F. R. Davis

LETTERS

655 HARASSMENT CHARGES: ENOUGH HIMPATHY
By J. Zelikova et al.

655 HARASSMENT CHARGES: JOURNALISTS’ ROLE
By J. Duffy
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